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15-Minutes Lockdown. “Immobilize the Greater Part of Humanity”

By Konrad Rękas, June 08, 2023

The same people who today forbid us to use private cars, previously effectively limited and
eliminated  public  transport.  Bus  and  train  lines  subjected  to  commercialisation  and
privatisation ceased to function as public services, in practice forcing people to change to
their own cars, which was joyfully applauded by the car industry.

‘Patriot Front’: Could the Feds Make a Psy-op Any More Obvious?

By Ben Bartee, June 08, 2023

The Patriot Front membership is only reportedly comprised of about 200 members, most of
whom are  allegedly  working-class,  college-age  males.  Yet  they  somehow marshall  the
resources to regularly show up in full force all around the country, always managing to draw
substantial media coverage of their paltry little performances.

Breaking: Mission Impossible: Ukrainian Navy Nord Stream Pipeline Edition

By Jordan Schachtel, June 08, 2023

The  Washington  Post  has  published  a  new  report,  citing  anonymous  transatlantic
intelligence  sources,  doubling  down  on  the  idea  that  Ukraine  pulled  off  the  Nord  Stream
pipeline  sabotage  attack  without  coordinating  with  a  global  major  power  in  the  process.

Military Aid = “Junk Weapons”? Germany’s Leopards, IRIS-Ts Not Holding Up Well in Ukraine

By Al Mayadeen, June 08, 2023
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The German equipment used in Ukraine is not holding up too well, with reports on Thursday
saying the Leopard tanks and the IRIS-T surface-to-air missile systems handed to Ukraine
were  hit  by  Russian  fire,  causing  them  to  be  badly  damaged  and  even  destroyed  in  the
process.

Technocracy in Action: Global Digital Vaccine Passports. WHO and EU Commission Partner
for ‘Digital Health’ with New COVID-19 Digital Certificate

By Derrick Broze, June 08, 2023

With  the  latest  announcement  that  the  European  Commission  and  the  World  Health
Organization are partnering on a Digital Vaccine Passport the Technocratic State is coming
into view.

Western MSM Journalists Censored by the Kiev Regime

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, June 08, 2023

According to a recent report, Western journalists are being censored in Ukraine. Kiev’s aim
is to prevent the truth about the conflict from reaching Western readers, which is why the
regime imposes strict rules on journalists, allowing only information favorable to Ukraine to
be published.

The COVID Era: The Necessary Virtues of Debate

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, June 08, 2023

If nothing else the Covid era has shown us clearly who is and who is not on the side of
human  freedom.  My  liberal  friends,  to  my  great  consternation,  gleefully  acquiesce  to
authoritative control for ‘the greater good’.

A Message of Hope from Archbishop Vigano

By Peter Koenig, June 08, 2023

The archbishop tells us that we are not alone, that this is an agenda that engulfs the entire
world; that we need to look beyond our own community, our country, our own borders, that
we need a worldwide solidarity, as this movement has compromised the entire world.
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Pilot Incapacitation: Cessna Citation Plane N611VG Flying Tennessee to Long Island, NY,
Crashed June 4, 2023

By Dr. William Makis, June 08, 2023

A  business  jet  carrying  4  passengers,  crashed  after  COVID-19  vaccinated  pilot  suffered
“medical  incapacitation”.  The  story  is  explained  well  in  this  video.

Video: Macron Faked Vax. French Politician of 20 Years Announces Vax Wrecked Heart and
Government Fakery

By Tim Truth, June 08, 2023

Jean Lassalle, former member of the National Assembly of France, said that Johnson &
Johnson COVID vaccine almost killed him and had to undergo four heart operations in nine
months after the shot.  He also said that “Macron wasn’t vaccinated, and neither most
members of the government.”
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